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Scope
Aim
Background
Environmental and Equipment Risk Assessment and Reviews
Service Users Individual Risk Assessment in an Emergency
Smoking Policy for Service Users following Individual Risk Assessment and Staff
Required Equipment Service and Maintenance Management
Equipment and Emergency Lighting Daily and Monthly Checks Management
Staff Weekly Emergency Drills and Training using Evacuation Equipment
Evacuation of the Home (day and night)
Handling an Outbreak of Fire
Safe Use and Individual Risk Assessment of Oxygen Equipment and Oxygen Filter
Machines
Emollient Creams and Fire
Staff training
Relevant Policies
Relevant Guidance
AIM
The aim of this home is to ensure the safety of service users, staff, visitors and other users of the premises
by ensuring that effective fire safety policies and procedures are in place, including policies and procedures
covering the safe evacuation of the premises, whereby all efforts and equipment are concentrated on
prevention.
BACKGROUND
This home believes that staff, service users, visitors, and all others using the premises, should be as safe as
possible form the threat of fire or from injury in the case of an outbreak. The organisation believes that this
does not only mean having effective fire prevention, assessment and design policies, but also effective
means of ensuring the safe evacuation of everyone in the premises in the event of a fire or of a fire alarm
being raised.
The organisation understands the relevant law in this area to include the Health & Safety at Work Act
1974 and the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 which places a statutory duty on the owners
of premises to:
 carry out a fire risk assessment of the workplace
 identify the significant findings of the risk assessment and the details of anyone who might be
especially at risk in case of fire, and ensure where practicable those risks are reduced and if possible
eliminates
 provide and maintain such fire precautions as are necessary to safeguard those who use the workplace
and the home
 provide information, instruction and training to employees about the fire precautions in the workplace.

1.

THE FIRE SAFETY ORDER:
 places emphasis on preventing fires and reducing risk
 makes it the responsibility of each business to ensure the safety of everyone who uses the premises
and are in the immediate vicinity of the premises
 does away with the need for fire certificates.
As well as its legal duties under the above legislation, this home also understands that the provision of
safe and effective fire policies is an important part of compliance with the Health and Social Care
Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) Regulations 2010 and the Essential Standards of Quality and Safety,
and is necessary to satisfy the registration requirements of the Care Quality Commission.
Regulation 15 of the Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) Regulations 2010 and
Outcome 10 of the Essential Standards relates to the provision of safe, accessible premises. This
includes all aspects of fire safety. The Regulation is supported by a number of prompts which describe
what effective services should do in order to deliver the required outcomes and comply with the
regulations.
The Essential Standards prompts state that service providers should meet the requirements of the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and associated regulations, including the Regulatory Reform
(Fire Safety) Order 2005 and other relevant legislation, that they should ensure that service users,
visitors and staff know what to do in the event of an emergency and that they should ensure that there
are fully planned and practised fire evacuation procedures in place.

2. RESPONSIBILITY for complying with the Fire Safety Order rests with the ‘responsible person’
(the manager), who needs to comply with:
 appointing a ‘competent persons’ to assist in undertaking any of the preventive and protective
measures required by the Fire Safety Order. A competent person is someone with enough training
and experience or knowledge and other qualities to be able to implement these measures properly.
In this home there are two appointed competent persons to fulfil this role: the administrative
assistant and the deputy manager
 providing employees with comprehensible and relevant information on the risks to them identified
by the fire risk assessment, about the measures taken to prevent fires, and how these measures will
provide protection if a fire breaks out.
 consulting employees about nominating people to carry out particular roles in connection with fire
safety and about proposals for improving the fire precautions.
 informing non-employees, such as temporary or contract workers, of the relevant risks to them,
and provide them with information about who are the nominated ‘competent persons’, and about
the fire safety procedures for the premises.
 providing the employer of any person from an outside organisation who is working in your
premises (e.g. agency providing temporary staff) with clear and relevant information on the risks
to those employees and the preventive and protective measures taken. Also provide those
employees with appropriate instructions and relevant information about the risks to them.
 considering the presence of any dangerous substances and the risk this presents to relevant persons
from fire.
 establishing a suitable means of contacting the emergency services and provide them with any
relevant information about dangerous substances.
 providing appropriate information, instruction and training to employees, about the fire
precautions in the workplace, when they start working. Employees must attend mandatory
training related to fire prevention and safety and ensure that they are familiar with related
information and instructions.
 ensuring that the premises and any equipment provided in connection with firefighting, fire
detection and warning, or emergency routes and exits are covered by a suitable system of
maintenance and are maintained by a competent person in an efficient state, in efficient working
order and in good repair.
 employees co-operating with the responsible person to ensure the workplace is safe from fire
and its effects, and must not do anything that will place themselves or other people at risk.
3. MANAGING FIRE SAFETY
a) In this home the responsible person, the manager, is fully aware of the need to manage the premises
well to ensure the safety and well-being of the residents from fire at all times. Staff are trained to

b)

c)

d)

e)

4.

prevent or limit the risk of fire, recognise and neutralise potential fire hazards, and know how
to respond to an emergency individually and collectively by actions and communications. Staff
that does not or refuses to attend relevant training and refresher courses may have their
employment terminated as they may potentially put residents, other staff and visitors at risk.
Staff are kept up to date on any issues that might cause a potential hazard or risk, and expected to
keep the manager informed when they spot problems. Where appropriate, residents are also kept
informed about hazards and risks and how to avoid them.
Good management of fire safety is essential to ensure that fires are unlikely to occur; that if they
do occur they are likely to be controlled or contained quickly, effectively and safely; or that, if a
fire does occur and grow, staff are able to ensure that everyone in the premises is able to escape to
safety easily and quickly, or remain in safety.
Recently, in this home a lot of effort and money were invested in fire outbreak prevention and
limitation. A few of the measures taken are: A new latest technology wireless fire alarm system
was purchased and commissioned. The new fire alarm system is ‘addressable’ and can identify
the exact location of smoke and make it possible staff to put out the smoke before it escalates
into fire in a couple of minutes. The new fire alarm system is connected to a local call monitoring
centre which means that in case of smoke, fire or even fault the system automatically dials to
the local call centre who will call the fire services, and therefore staff does not necessarily need
to call the 999. New fire-resistant doors have been purchased that can hold fire at least 60
minutes, fitted with intumescent strips to prevent smoke coming through the doors; the doors
were also fitted with fire resistant stainless steel hinges and door handles; door closures were
replaced as per latest guidance; new firefighting equipment was purchased and old one
replaced.
This home has robust, well-kept and regularly reviewed procedures to avoid fires occurring, to
maintain the fire safety systems installed in the premises, to keep escape routes usable, to keep
staff up to date and well trained, and have emergency plans in place so that everyone (and in
particular the staff, since they will have a critical role) know how to respond to a fire in the home.
A risk assessment has been carried out to ensure that fire safety procedures, fire prevention
measures, and fire precautions (plans, systems and equipment) are all in place and working
properly, and any issues identified in the risk assessment have been addressed.

WHAT IS A FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT?
a) A fire risk assessment is an organised and methodical look at the home, the activities carried on
there and the likelihood that a fire could start and cause harm to those in and around the premises.
b) The aims of the fire risk assessment are:
 To identify the fire hazards.
 To reduce the risk of those hazards causing harm to as low as reasonably practicable.
 To decide what physical fire precautions and management arrangements are necessary to
ensure the safety of people in your building if a fire does start.




Hazard: is anything that has the potential to cause harm.

Risk: is the chance of that harm occurring.
All staff should ensure that they are familiar with hazards causing risk and be observant
at all times to prevent and / or minimise the risk as well as inform the manager and / or
the appointed competent persons of the home
ii The fire risk assessment has taken into an account, as far as reasonable, the needs of all
people involved including of those with mobility and mental difficulties as demonstrated
in the table.
iii Current individual fire risk assessment of residents is available on the front of the
‘Visitors Book’ identifying the level of risk individual service users have in case of fire
which should be handed together with the ‘Visitors Book’ to the fire rescue service in the
event of fire.
Step 1: IDENTIFY FIRE HAZARDS
For a fire to start and continue to burn, three things are needed:
 a source of ignition;
 fuel; and
 oxygen.
i

If any one of these is missing, a fire cannot start. Taking measures to avoid the
three coming together will therefore reduce the chances of a fire occurring.
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OXYGEN
always present in the air
additional sources
from oxidising substances

(small fires can be put out by
removing oxygen, i.e. smothering
with i.e. wet towel or blanket)

Sources of ignition
Sources of fuel
Sources of oxygen

Identify:




a)
b)
c)
d)






People in and around the premises
People especially at risk (such as residents and visitors
that have difficulty with mobility, lack capacity, etc.)
Evaluate the risk of a fire occurring
Evaluate the risk to people from fire
Remove or reduce fire hazards
Remove or reduce the risks to people
 Detection and warning
 Fire-fighting
 Escape routes
 Lighting
 Signs and notices
 Maintenance
Record significant finding and action taken
Prepare an emergency plan
Inform and instruct relevant people; co-operate and coordinate with others
Provide training

 Keep assessment under review
 Revise where necessary
FUEL such as:
flammable gases
flammable liquids or solids such as petrol, paper, wood,
flammable fabric
cooking fats, etc.

HEAT OR SOURCE OF IGNITION such as:
 hot surfaces
 electrical equipment
 static electricity
 smoking / naked lights
 a spark from electrical equipment
 arcing (electrical conduction through a
gas in an applied electric field)
 an open flame
 friction
 chemical reaction, etc.

LEARN FROM THE ADVERSE
EXPERIENCE OF OTHERS
THERE WAS A CASE IN A CARE HOME WHERE A

FIRE WAS STARTED BY A MAGNIFIED GLASS.

A magnified glass was left by a resident in the
resident’s room. The sun shined on the magnified
glass which initially produced smoke.
After the sounding of the fire alarm, a member of
the staff at the care home went and only checked
that the door of the room is closed, did not attempt
to put the smoke out or only if that staff member
removed the magnified glass from the sun light the
smoke would have not escalated later on in to a fire.
Shortly after the whole room was on fire and was
put out by the fire service.

Step 2: IDENTIFY PEOPLE AT RISK
As part of your fire risk assessment, you need to identify those at risk if there is
a fire. To do this you need to identify where you have service users residing and
staff working and to consider who else may be at risk, such as visitors, visiting
contractors etc., and where these people are likely to be found.
You must consider all the people who use the premises but you should pay
particular attention to people who may be especially at risk such as:
 employees who work alone, either regularly or at specific times, e.g.
cleaners, security staff, maintenance staff, nursing or care staff (especially
at night);
 people who are in isolated areas of the premises such as contractors working
in roof spaces or plant rooms and maintenance staff;
 people who are unfamiliar with the premises, e.g. agency or temporary staff,
guests, visitors (including visiting medical or social care staff), contractors;
 unaccompanied children and young persons;
 residents (clients and service users) who are unable to escape unaided
(young children, babies, elderly, physically disabled (in particular people
with mobility impairment), mentally disabled, people with vision or hearing
impairment, those with some other sensory impairment, those whose ability
to escape unassisted is impaired due to medication, or who may be
intoxicated);
 people who are not able to leave the premises quickly (but do not require
assistance), e.g. residents or visitors who are elderly or with limited
disabilities, parents with children or children; and
 people who might panic or react adversely to the fire, the alarm or the
excitement.
In evaluating the risk to people with disabilities you may need to discuss
individual needs with each relevant person and record specific arrangements
within the care plan for the individual. The risk assessment should take into
account the resident’s medical conditions, sensory awareness and mobility.

In this home individual residents are assessed for the level of risk they are in case
of fire with regard to their physical, medical, mental and sensory abilities. An
individual care plan is then written detailing what action should be taken and
how individual residents should be kept safe in case of fire. Those are reviewed
at least on monthly basis.
Step 3: EVALUATE, REMOVE, REDUCE AND PROTECT FROM RISK
The management of the premises and the way people use it will have an effect
on the evaluation of risk.
To maintain a homely and non-institutional atmosphere, precautions should be
introduced carefully, taking account of any possible adverse effects on the
quality of service users’ lives and the care they receive. For example, a selfclosing door (which is a useful protection in the event of fire) is likely to be an
inconvenience to older or disabled people or even cause an accident if care is not
taken with the choice of door furniture (e.g. controlled free-swing self-closing
device integrated with the automatic fire detection system) and its location.
When determining whether your premises have adequate escape routes, you need
to consider a number of factors, including:
 the type, number and dependency of people using the premises;
 assisted means of escape;
 the evacuation strategy;
 escape time and travel distance;
 the age and construction of the premises;
 the number of escape routes and exits;
 the management of escape routes; and
 emergency evacuation of persons with mobility impairment.
a)

The type, number and dependency of people using the premises
The people present in the premises will primarily be a mixture of staff,
residents and visitors.
Staff can reasonably be expected to have an understanding of the layout of
the premises, while visitors, particularly in larger premises, will be
unlikely to have knowledge of alternative escape routes. Residents will
probably know part of the premises and be familiar with some escape
routes.
The number and dependency of people present will influence the
assessment of the escape routes. It must be made sure that existing escape
routes are sufficient and capable of safely evacuating all the people likely
to use the premises at any time and particularly during times of high usage
or at peak periods.
How quickly people can evacuate will depend on their level of reliance on
staff, and it will therefore be helpful to consider the various dependencies:
The numbers of residents that may need to be moved in the event of a
fire should be designed to be as few as possible. This may be achieved by
establishing a number of protected / secure areas within the premises.
This home has 4 such protected / secure areas. These areas are protected
by fire doors (that can hold fire for at least 60 min.), on both side of the
communal hole ways. These areas are located:
 On the ground floor – the protected area is where the assembly
areas entrance is located as shown on the drawing below



On the first floor – the protected / secure area is shown on the
drawing below



On the second floor – the protected / secure area is shown on the
drawing below



On the lower ground floor – the protected / secure area is shown
on the drawing below

Some residents in care homes may be confined to bed and subject to a range of procedures
e.g. they may be catheterised, they may be receiving oxygen therapy, or they may be in
receipt of automatic dosed medication. In such circumstances the attachment to medical
equipment means that rapid evacuation may not be achieved within the required timescales.
In such circumstances their bedroom is likely to be the most appropriate place of safety
as part of delayed evacuation strategy.
b) Evacuation strategy
In residential care premises, typical evacuation strategies are likely to involve one or
more of the following arrangements:
➢ Single stage evacuation: This strategy is appropriate for residents and others who
fall predominantly into the ‘independent’ category, where it may reasonably be
expected that all people in the building are able to (and will) evacuate immediately
from the premises to a place of total safety without assistance. This strategy is
appropriate for residents that are located on the ground floor and require
minimum assistance to evacuate, subject to individual risk assessment, detailed
in individual care plan. This strategy is appropriate also for visitors (and not for
all visitors, as some of the visitors are quite elderly and may have mobility
difficulties), contractors and professional visitors.
➢ Progressive horizontal evacuation or as now known phased horizontal
evacuation: This strategy is likely to be necessary where the residents are
dependent on staff to assist with their escape. It works on the principle of moving
residents from an area affected by fire, through a fire resisting barrier to an
adjoining fire protected area on the same level, where they can wait in a place of
safety whilst the fire is dealt with, or await further evacuation down a protected
route to total safety. This strategy is appropriate for some of our residents, subject
to individual risk assessment, detailed in individual care plan.
➢ Delayed evacuation: Exceptionally, in some situations it may not be desirable or
practical to evacuate some residents immediately (e.g. because of medical
conditions or treatments). In these circumstances it may be appropriate to allow
them to remain in their rooms whilst the fire is dealt with and the danger has passed,
or to allow for the additional time necessary to prepare them for evacuation. In such
circumstances, it will be necessary to provide enhanced levels of structural fire
protection to the individual bedroom. However, where this strategy has been
adopted, a suitable evacuation plan will still be required. This strategy is
appropriate for some of our residents, subject to individual risk assessment,
detailed in individual care plan.

a)

In this home the evacuation strategy is a combination of single stage, phased
horizontal and delayed evacuation. Individual service users are assessed and based
on their medical condition, physical and mental abilities, a specific strategy is
assigned. These are reviewed at least on a monthly basis.
The time required to evacuate residents will be influenced by a number of factors,
including:
 The degree of mobility of each resident to be moved;
 The level of awareness (i.e. mental capacity), of each resident, and the level of cooperation that may be expected;
 The distance to be travelled to the adjoining protected area;
 The number of staff members available to move residents;
 The level of training given to staff in moving residents quickly in an emergency;
and
 The need and / or appropriateness to disconnect any medical devices and to
prepare residents for further evacuation.

5. BUILDING PLANS
All staff should make themselves familiar with the building plans of the home, as well as the
position of the fire-fighting equipment, fire alarm call points and evacuation equipment such as
evacuation chairs and sledges. Recently all doors, not just the doors to the protected / secure areas,

in the home have been replaced with fire resistant doors that will hold the fire for at least 60
minutes. Building plans in hard copies are also available in the foyer area, corridors and
residents' rooms. Below is the plan of the home indicating time zones. However, the new
addressable alarm system will specify exactly the area / room where the smoke or fire is
located which will enable staff within minutes to put the smoke / fire out.

6. FIRE ALARM SYSTEM:

A new latest technology wireless fire alarm system was purchased and commissioned. The new
fire alarm system is ‘addressable’ and can identify the exact location (i.e. area, room, etc.), of
smoke and make it possible staff to put out the smoke before it escalates into fire within few
minutes. The new fire alarm system is connected to a local call monitoring centre which means
that in case of smoke, fire or even fault the system automatically dials (autodial), to the local
call centre who will call the fire services, and therefore staff does not necessarily need to call
the 999. The fire alarm system is serviced regularly on quarterly, six monthly and annual basis
Below is a ‘Quick reference guide’ to the ‘Mx-4000 Series’ fire alarm system commissioned in
this home. A complete copy is available in the nurses’ office and staff should familiarise
themselves with how to use the fire alarm system

7. EMERGENCY LIGHTING
The building is fitted with an automatic emergency lighting system which is designed to provide
sufficient lighting throughout to enable a safe evacuation in the event of power failure. The
emergency lighting is serviced regularly on quarterly, six monthly and annual basis
8. TYPE OF EXTINGUISHER SUITABLE FOR FIRES INVOLVING

9. FIRE SAFETY MEASURES ALREADY IN PLACE

To reduce the risk of fire the following measures are carried out:
a) Thorough and detailed Fire Risk Assessment has been carried out. The risk assessment is
reviewed if and when there are any changes to the environment (i.e, building plans),
equipment and / or legislation. The manager is responsible for carrying out Fire Risk
Assessments. However, to ensure that the fire risk assessment is appropriate and correct, the
fire risk assessment was undertaken by a competent person.
b) The New Fire Alarm System was installed and commissioned by a competent and licenced
contractor. The fire alarm system continuously checks for any faults on the system.
c) Daily checks: Every day the following visual checks should be undertaken and recorded in
the appropriate form:
 all compartmental corridor fire doors are closed, in particular at night
 all Fire Exits and stairways are free of clutter and obstructions
 all unnecessary electrical equipment and heaters are turned off
 storerooms or rubbish areas do not have smouldering fires and rubbish bins are locked



areas where maintenance people and / or contractors have been working are free of fire
hazards.

d) Weekly checks and Fire Drills: The principle responsible person for that is the administrative
assistant. In the absence of the admin assistant, the deputy manager or the senior RGN become
responsible. Every week fire drills should be undertaken and the following visual checks
should be completed and recorded in the appropriate form:
 each week the fire alarm is to be set off using a different call point in rotation from week
to week. All call points are numbered for identification.
 staff / contractors, residents and visitors should have prior warning of fire alarm tests.
 that alarm systems function and can be heard in all parts of the building which is checked
during the weekly fire drills
 automatic door releases work properly and are shut closed by the door closures
 battery operated door guards work properly and are shut closed by the door closures
e) Monthly checks: The principle responsible person for that is the administrative assistant. In
the absence of the admin assistant, the deputy manager or the senior RGN become responsible.
Every month the following visual checks should be undertaken and recorded in the
appropriate form:
 All smoke detectors can be seen and appear in good order (batteries are not removed)
 that all fire-fighting equipment (fire extinguishers and blankets), is in good order and
are in place
 fire alarm sounders (‘break glass’), are in good order
 emergency lighting comes on
 fire escape doors are not damaged and open easily
 evacuation equipment (evacuation chairs and sledges) appear in good order and are
where they should be
 that stocks of flammable materials or gases are kept to an absolute minimum and are
stored safely away
 that all goods and boxes are safely stored away to minimize clutter, reduce the fuel
available to a fire and to enable people to exit the building safely in the event of an
emergency
 that all FIRE INSTRUCTION NOTICES and NO SMOKING notices are in place and have
not been obscured
 that individual rooms do not contain obvious fire hazards such as overfull waste baskets
or portable heaters placed close to curtains that all electrical equipment is free of obvious
defects such as worn or broken cables and leads
 bins for general, clinical and soiled waste are locked
 that home security arrangements are all in place discouraging arson
f) Quarterly checks: is undertaken by a contractor: Southern Alarm Systems Ltd, who checks
the emergency lighting and fire detection
g) Six monthly checks: is undertaken by a contractor: Southern Alarm Systems Ltd, who service
fire-fighting equipment
h) Annual checks: is undertaken by a contractor: Southern Alarm Systems Ltd, who service the
fire alarm systems, smoke detectors, emergency lighting, and fire-fighting equipment
i) Faults: The company contracted to repair and eliminate any faults the fire alarm system and
fire-fighting equipment is Southern Alarm Systems Ltd Tel: 01323 899 634
j) Staff training: all new staff have fire safety and fire-fighting training in the home and all staff
have annual refresher courses
k) Administrative Guidelines: Full records of fire precautions should be kept in the fire log. This
information should be entered by and the person responsible is the administrative assistant. In
the absence of the admin assistant, the deputy manager or the senior RGN become responsible.
The records should contain:
 for fire drills: the times and dates of drills and the time between sounding the alarm and
the last person leaving the building
 for fire alarm tests: the times and dates of tests




for fire-fighting equipment, alarms and fittings such as emergency lighting: the times
and dates of inspections, of replacements and of servicing
for training: times and dates of training events, who attended and what was covered.

l) Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans: The views of all residents will be listened to and
only where professional advice or legislation intervenes will their views be overruled.
Residents who lack capacity will be assessed using Mental Capacity Act 2005 Code of
Practice and guidance.
Usually, fire safety is the reason for the majority of premises evacuations. However, it is
important that other types of incidents are taken into consideration when drawing up the plan.
These are:
• Usually classed as civil emergencies which are regularly reviewed by government. These
are categorised as the following:
• Pandemic influence
• Coastal or localised flooding
• Serve effusive (gas-rich) volcanic eruptions abroad
• Severe wildfires
• Infection animal disease
• Public disorder
• Catastrophic terrorist attacks
The above is not an exhaustive list but serves as a reminder of how incidents can have an
effect e.g. the 2010 eruption of the “Eyjafjallajokull” volcano in Iceland showed the
consequences that an ash emitting volcanic eruption can have on the UK and its citizens. In
the case of any civil emergency, all local authorities are the responsible lead for managing
such emergencies and the home would be fully briefed on what to do.
A copy of all the individual residents’ plans is accessible to reference in any emergency
situation. All staff, particularly night staff, need to be fully briefed and updated on their
content.
Where residents have capacity or mobility issues, consideration should be given to a mock
evacuation scenario in order to have a time window on how long it would take to complete a
total evacuation of the premises. This could be on a floor by floor basis, or, a set number of
residents, dependent on the size of the home with the capacity or mobility issues.
l) Residents’ individual risk assessment: All residents have individual fire risk assessment
detailing which of the two evacuation strategies (progressive / phased horizontal or delayed
evacuation), staff should apply to each resident. The individual fire risk assessment is
reviewed at least on a monthly basis and can be found in individual care plans, specifically in
ADL 4, ‘Mobility, Mobility aids, Personal Safety and Falls’.
Furthermore, a summary of individual residents’ risk assessments (also colour coded), and
details of the evacuation strategy to be applied to each residents is available at the beginning
of the visitors’ registration book in the reception area. Staff must familiarise themselves with
it.
m) The RGN in charge is the responsible individual in case of fire who is responsible for
ensuring that the correct procedures are followed.

1. IN GENERAL:
a) The fire alarm system which is fitted with automatic fire detectors that can detect smoke,
heat (or a combination of both), or carbon monoxide, will automatically sound and inform
of smoke or fire in the premises.

b) In the unlikely event that smoke or fire is not automatically detected, staff who have
discovered smoke or fire should sound the fire alarm by operating the nearest break glass
fire alarm point
c) The fire alarm system will specify the exact location of the smoke or fire.
d) Ensure all doors surrounding the fire are fully closed (fire doors will operate automatically)
e) Clear the immediate area if possible of all occupants by moving them beyond a set of fire
doors in the corridor using horizontal evacuation if the smoke or fire is located on the first
or second floor. If you are unable to move occupants leave them in their own rooms as the
doors to the rooms will hold fire up to at least 60 minutes. Staff working on the ground floor
should assist residents that require minimum assistance outside the premises. Rescue is of
high importance but do not take excessive risks. Use your judgement about the severity of
the fire. Do not become another casualty yourself.
f) As soon as possible go to primary assembly point and report to Person in charge. The report
should include: safety of personnel in fire compartment, persons not accounted for in the fire
compartment and location, nature and size of the fire
g) If further progressive evacuation is necessary then the escape routes are designated using
any of the staircases. Lifts are not used for fire evacuation. Staff should ensure that fire doors
remain closed after evacuating each area. Evacuation of mobility impaired persons down
stairways and generally should take place after the evacuation of more able people so that
routes are not blocked
h) The Person in charge will supervise the assembly points and attend to a roll call of residents,
visitors, staff and any other persons known to be on site. This will be done using the staff
duty rotas and lists of residents on site along with visitors and contractors signing in and out
books all of which will be kept up to date and readily available at reception.
i) After evacuation no staff or residents or other persons are to re-enter until the fire brigade
have given permission
j) Staff that have had training may attempt fire-fighting with the available and appropriate
portable fire-fighting equipment. If it is just a smoke a member of the staff should through a
wet towel, blanket, a wet cloth over the smoke to put it out.
2. LIAISON WITH EMERGENCY SERVICES

a) The fire alarm system has an auto-dial to a local monitoring centre and hence there is no
need to call the fire emergency service, however to ensure that the fire services are called;
b) The Nurse in charge will collect the emergency information pack (which is on the front of
the visitors and contractors register book), from the reception area, meet the Fire Service and
will brief them about:
 Location and nature of fire
 Make available the latest fire evacuation pack
 Progress of evacuation and any know persons missing or trapped
 Indicate fire alarm panel location
 Make available premises plan and information
 Highlight location of hazards including oxygen supplies and spare cylinders
 Using plan indicate location of main electricity switches or gas valves
EMERGENCY FIRE PROCEDURE for DAY STAFF
1.

IF YOU DISCOVER SMOKE OR FIRE:
a) Operate the nearest fire alarm break glass point.
b) Fight the fire using the appropriate fire extinguisher, if you have been trained to do so.
c) Through a wet towel, blanket, cloth over if it is a smoke and has not yet escalate into a fire.
d) In the unlikely event that the fire is out of control (as the fire alarm system can identify the
exact location of the smoke or fire and staff should be able to reach the smoke or fire in less
than a minute before it escalates), proceed to the fire assembly point and inform the person
in charge.

2.

IF YOU HEAR THE FIRE ALARM:
a) Proceed to the fire alarm assembly point
b) The RGN in charge should organise the following:

c)
d)
e)

f)
g)
h)
g)
h)
i)






 Carry out a roll call to ensure that all staff on shift, all visitors and contractors are
accounted for and the location of all residents is identified
 Investigate the alarm indication by sending a minimum of two staff members who also
have training in fire-fighting, to the location (e.g. resident’s room, communal lounge,
beauty salon, etc.), indicated on the fire alarm panel.
 In the unlikely event that the personal from the call monitoring centre has not called to
ascertain the reason for the fire alarm (i.e. if it is a false alarm or a fire), then the RGN
in charge to call 999 for the emergency fire service.
If there is a smoke staff members that were sent to investigate the cause for the fire alarm to
through a wet towel, a blanket or a cloth over the smoke to put it out.
If there is a fire, fight it using the appropriate fire extinguisher, if you and only if you have
been trained to do so.
The rest of the staff to begin evacuation as using the three types of evacuation strategy, based
on the individual risk assessment (a summary for all residents is available on the front of the
visitors and contractors register book), as follows:
i
Visitors and Contractors: staff to direct visitors to the fire exits and assist if necessary
ii
Residents: clear the immediate area if possible of all occupants by moving them beyond
a set of fire doors in the corridor using horizontal evacuation if the smoke or fire is
located on the first or second floor. If you are unable to move occupants leave them in
their own rooms as the doors to the rooms will hold fire up to at least 60 minutes. Staff
working on the ground floor should assist residents that require minimum assistance
outside the premises. Rescue is of high importance but do not take excessive risks. Use
your judgement about the severity of the fire. Do not become another casualty yourself.
A evacuation progresses from area to area, staff to ensure that all doors passed through are
closed shut behind (which should be done by the automatic door releases and door closures)
Staff working in the kitchen: must ensure that follow shut down procedures and using the
emergency stop device stop / switch off all equipment in the kitchen before evacuating.
Medical equipment: must be switched off unless there is a life-threatening reason for leaving
the medical equipment switched on.
Wait for the arrival of the fire brigade.
If there is no fire, silence the alarm, double check the location indicated on the fire alarm
system and if it is a false alarm
call Southern Alarm (our contractor) to identify and eliminate the fault
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES USE THE LIFT OR STAIR LIFT
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES STOP TO COLLECT OR ALLOW ANYBODY ELSE
TO STOP TO COLLECT PERSONAL BELONGINGS
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCE ANY PERSON SHOULD RE – ENTER THE BUILDING
IN CASE OF FIRE UNLESS DEEMED SAFE BY THE FIRE OFFICER
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES PUT YOURSELF OR ANYBODY ELSE IN DANGER

EMERGENCY FIRE PROCEDURE for NIGHT STAFF
1. Upon arrival for duty for night shift the RGN in charge should ensure that all
doors: doors to residents’ rooms, fire doors in corridors and other protected
areas, doors to lounge, kitchen, laundry, etc. ALL DOORS WITHOUT EXCEPTION
ARE CLOSED!!! ALL DOORS IN THE HOME ARE FIRE DOORS AND SHOULD HOLD FIRE
FOR AT LEAST 60 MINUTES. The manager will carry out unannounced checks during the

night and if it is discovered that not all doors are closed, the manager may terminate the
employment of the person responsible / RGN in charge.
2.

IF YOU DISCOVER SMOKE OR FIRE:
a) Operate the nearest fire alarm break glass point.
b) The RGN in charge to call the manager and / or the deputy manager who live very close and
can arrive at the premises within 5 or 6 minutes.
c) Fight the fire using the appropriate fire extinguisher, if you have been trained to do so.

d) Through a wet towel, blanket, cloth over if it is a smoke and has not yet escalate into a fire.
e) In the unlikely event that the fire is out of control (as the fire alarm system can identify the
exact location of the smoke or fire and staff should be able to reach the smoke or fire in less
than a minute before it escalates), proceed to the fire assembly point and inform the person
in charge.
3.

IF YOU HEAR THE FIRE ALARM:
a) Proceed to the fire alarm assembly point
b) The RGN in charge should organise the following:
 Carry out a roll call to ensure that all staff on shift, all visitors and contractors are
accounted for and the location of all residents is identified
 Investigate the alarm indication by sending a member of staff who also have training in
fire-fighting, to the location (e.g. resident’s room, communal lounge, beauty salon, etc.),
indicated on the fire alarm panel.
 In the unlikely event that the personal from the call monitoring centre has not called to
ascertain the reason for the fire alarm (i.e. if it is a false alarm or a fire), then the RGN
in charge to call 999 for the emergency fire service.
c) If there is a smoke the staff member that were sent to investigate the cause for the fire alarm
to through a wet towel, a blanket or a cloth over the smoke to put it out.
d) If there is a fire, fight it using the appropriate fire extinguisher, if you and only if you have
been trained to do so.
e) Staff should ensure that all doors are properly shut closed.
f) Wait for the arrival of the fire brigade.
g) If there is no fire, silence the alarm, double check the location indicated on the fire alarm
system and if it is a false alarm
h) call Southern Alarm (our contractor) to identify and eliminate the fault






UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES USE THE LIFT OR STAIR LIFT
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES STOP TO COLLECT OR ALLOW ANYBODY ELSE
TO STOP TO COLLECT PERSONAL BELONGINGS
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCE ANY PERSON SHOULD RE – ENTER THE BUILDING
IN CASE OF FIRE UNLESS DEEMED SAFE BY THE FIRE OFFICER
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES PUT YOURSELF OR ANYBODY ELSE IN DANGER

CONTINGENCY ARRANGEMENTS:
In the event of an incident necessitating the use of alternative accommodation, the RGN in
charge will make contact with Ashley Gardens residential Home on telephone 01323 411 466
to arrange temporary accommodation (for up to 48 hours), for the residents. The RGN in
charge to arrange transport.
For longer term accommodation of the residents, the manager will liaise with the Service
Placement Team from East Sussex County Council on telephone 01323 747 333, GPs and
relatives to agree an action plan for the continuing care and welfare of the service users.
FIRE PREVENTION SAFETY PROCEDURES AND GUIDANCE:
1. ELECTRICAL SAFETY
Electric shocks and fire are the two main risks with electricity. Here are some common sense rules
that need to follow when using electrical appliances:
 Sockets and plugs should never be overloaded- avoid use of adaptors and use only one plug
to one socket. Plugs and sockets should not have exposed wiring or be in bad condition.
 If a socket is hot it is faulty, immediately switch off the socket and contact an electrician.
 All electrical work should be undertaken by a qualified electrician.
 Cables and flexes are a fire hazard when they become frayed or damaged, and must be
replaced. Extension cables must be uncoiled otherwise they will heat up.
 Never insert or remove a plug from a socket which is switched on.
 Always switch off power and unplug appliances prior to cleaning or maintaining.

 Electricity and water do not mix. Never touch light switches or electrical appliances when
hands are wet.
 It is advisable to use power breakers to reduce risk of electrocution. All electrical equipment
must be checked before use. Do not use any defective electrical appliances.
2. GAS LEAKS
If you smell gas open all doors and windows and check gas appliances are switched off. Do not
switch on any electrical appliances including light switches. If the smell persists, switch off
supplies at the mains and contact the gas supplier.
3. FIRE PREVENTION
 Remove hazards and minimize risks.
 Never smoke in prohibited areas and always observe the no smoking signs.
 Use ashtrays and make sure cigarettes are put out properly.
 Be tidy-make sure supplies are stored properly, put rubbish in metal bins with lids.
 All fire exits must be clearly marked and unobstructed. External fire doors must open easily.
 Keep internal doors closed at all times and do not use wedges
 Fire guards should be used when available.
 Place free standing heaters where they cannot be knocked over.
 Keep all objects away from direct source of heat.
4. KITCHEN SAFETY TIPS:
 Make sure all cookers are turned off when not in use
 Keep saucepan handles clear of lighted burners or hotplates.
 Keep kitchen rubbish, especially empty aerosols away from heat
 Do not dry washing or tea towels near the cooker or heater
 Keep matches away from the cooker
 Keep the kitchen tidy, a well-managed kitchen can be as safe as any other room in the
building.
5. SAFE USE OF OXYGEN, O2 (oxygen cylinders; oxygen concentrator
machine; portable / ambulatory oxygen)
Oxygen is a fire hazard. Safety measures should be followed.
 No smoking while the oxygen is being used. No smoking signs should be displayed and
visitors should not be allowed to smoke while the oxygen is being used.
 Not to be used flammable products, such as cleaning fluid, paint thinner, petroleum based
creams or aerosols, while the oxygen is used.
 Oxygen should be kept at least six feet (two metres) away from flames or heat sources such
as gas cookers, paraffin or gas heaters, candles, cigarettes, cigars and fireplaces.
 A fire extinguisher should be kept within easy reach.
 Oxygen cylinders should be kept upright. It should be ensured that they do not fall over and
get damaged, especially when travelling in a vehicle. A transport box should be requested
from the supplier.
 Ensure there are smoke / fire alarms within the home that are in working order.
 Oxygen sticker should be displayed on the door of the room / storage where oxygen is kept
/ stored
 If it is portable (ambulatory) oxygen, an oxygen sticker should be displayed on the car
(available from the Fire Service) in case of an accident.
 Key worker RGN must ensure that an individual risk assessment is undertaken for service
user(s) that are in need of oxygen (as per ADL 10, form G / CP10a, in individual care plans)
6. SMOKING IN THE PREMISES
a) SERVICE USERS:
i
The home has NO SMOKING policy. However, this is the residents’ home and they
should feel at home and choose to do what they wish to. Should any of the residents
wish to smoke, they will be able to do so in a designated room under the supervision of
a staff member who is a smoker and agree. However, an employee may refuse to work
in the designated smoking room.

If smokers are already being cared for or the home admits a smoker an individual risk
assessment should be undertaken and the care plan should be annotated accordingly,
together with the medical / mental condition of the service user and his/her ability to
smoke unsupervised.
iii The care plan to be reviewed on a regular basis with regard to the service user’s ability
to smoke unsupervised.
iv The fire risk assessment (required by virtue of the Fire Precautions (workplace)
Regulations 1997, as amended) will show significant finding, those service users who
smoke, together with the control measures in place.
v
For those service users who are not able to smoke safely unsupervised there must be in
place a scheme whereby staff either sit with or in the vicinity of the service user.
vi Staff should be alert to any deterioration in the service user’s condition, which may
affect his/her ability to smoke unsupervised. Possible signs may include dropped
matches (either spent or unused), dropped tobacco or cigarettes, failing ability to hold
or strike a match or lighter and absent-mindedness leading to the service user holding a
match until it burns their fingers.
vii Staff must be encouraged, through training sessions, to report any signs of burning
within a services user’s room and if necessary any other common rooms within the
premises. Signs will include burn marks to clothing, bedding, furniture and furnishings
and indiscriminately discarded matches and cigarette ends.
viii Management and staff must look out for and where necessary dissuade visitors from
providing cigarettes and sources of ignition to services users where this would
undermine the existing policy of the home.
ix Whereas it is not intended to deny a service user from undertaking what might be
classified of a basic human right, we nevertheless have a duty to care to both those who
choose to smoke and those who choose not to smoke; this duty of care must be achieved
through vigilance and assessment by all.
ii

b) STAFF:
i
Fires in care homes are by no means confined to the frailties or carelessness of service
users. Staff smoking habits must be recognised and if necessary provided for. The main
object would be to have a no smoking policy as with service users, but where this is not
possible suitable and satisfactory arrangements must be put in place.
ii
Staff are not permitted to smoke in the home as from 1st July 2007. Staff are permitted
to smoke in a designated smoking areas outside the home, within the garden.
iii Staff must use the ashtrays provided and not dispose of cigarettes anywhere else.
c) FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL

The Registered Manager is responsible for the carrying out and the regular reviewing of the
Fire Risk Assessment. Individual Risk Assessments are completed on any resident in the home
who is a smoker and forms part of the overall risk assessment of the building and its
management systems required by the regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
An initial Smoking Fire Risk Assessment is carried out immediately prior to admission
wherever possible and is reviewed at the following times:
at or around 14 days after admission to the home
following a change in the residents’ health, mobility, medication or general behaviour /
mental capacity
following a change to the physical smoking arrangements at the home
on an ongoing monthly basis
The Individual Smoking Fire Risk Assessment is kept in the resident’s care / support plan.
Under no circumstances any of the residents – smokers are to be in a possession of
cigarettes and a lighter / box of matches. Those are kept in the nurses’ office and the
supervising staff-smoker is in possession of the lighter / box of matches.
d) EMOLLIENT CREAMS

Many commonly used moisturising creams, both prescribed and bought off the shelf contain
paraffin and petroleum bases. This includes creams used for such conditions as Eczema and
psoriasis which often cover large areas of their skin. The cream is often highly inflammable
and in the event of a fire at night seeps into the bedclothes. Sheets and night clothes act like

a wick allowing flames to quickly spread across the body. Beds with airflow mattresses can
intensify the fire. (Washing sheets and clothes at a high temperature doesn’t always remove
the residue). As an organisation, we are:
working with individuals and their GP to wherever possible, change prescriptions to less
flammable or non-flammable creams and making staff and individuals aware of the
dangers, especially those who smoke and are prescribed these types creams
any individual that smokes and uses these creams, especially if confused or tends to fall
asleep while sitting smoking will not be left unsupervised by staff. Smoking Fire Risk
assessments are in place.
family and visitors will be aware of the situation
7. TRAINING STATEMENT
All new staff should be encouraged to read the policy on fire safety as part of their induction
process. All members of staff should be aware of the procedures in case of a fire at the
organisation premises.
They should also all be aware of how they must respond in the event of an emergency.
The registered manager is responsible for organising and co-ordinating fire training.
All new and existing staff should know
Who is responsible for ensuring the correct fire procedure is carried out
The location and usage of all fire extinguishers, including where special extinguishers
(e.g. those suitable for use on electrical equipment) are located
The location of break-glass fire alarm points
The emergency fire evacuation procedures
How to use the internal telephone systems to call for the fire brigade.
In-house training sessions for existing staff should be arranged so that all relevant staff can attend
a session every year. Such general fire safety training should include instruction on fire
prevention, on what to do in the event of a fire and on fire fighting. Records should be kept in
the fire log of who attended each session. Staff who do not attend may face disciplinary
procedure.
All staff, during induction are made aware of the organisations policies and procedures, all of
which are used for training updates. All policies and procedures are reviewed and amended
where necessary and staff are made aware of any changes via e-mail and on our website at
www.bendigonursinghome.co.uk/usefulresources. Direct observations / spot checks are
undertaken to check skills and competencies. Various methods of training are used including one
to one, on-line, staff meetings, individual supervisions and external courses are sourced as
required.

Related Policies
Accidents Incidents and Emergencies
Accidents, Incidents and Emergencies Reporting (RIDDOR)
Assessment of Need and Eligibility
Care and Support Planning
Health and Safety
Notifications
Personal Evacuation Plan
Premises General Welfare and Environment
Risk Assessment

Guidance:
Fire safety risk assessment; residential care premises issued by Gov.uk
www.gov.uk/government/publications/fire-safety-risk-assessment-residential-care-premises
Health and Safety Executive - Fire safety http://www.hse.gov.uk/toolbox/fire.htm

